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Odd Path Packings 
W. R. PULLEYBLANK AND D. DE WERRA 
An odd path packing in a graph is a collection of edge-disjoint odd length paths such that 
each node is an end node of at most one path. We consider the problem of finding such a 
packing for which the number of paths is maximum. We show that this is a generalization of 
the maximum matching problem and also show that it can be reduced to a form of capacitated 
b-matching problem. This enables us to characterize maximum packings in terms of 
augmenting paths, as well as to provide an analogue of the Berge-Tutte theorem concerning 
the size of a largest matching. We also develop an analogue of the matching matroid for odd 
path packings. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A path in a graph G = (V, E) is a sequence Jr = Vo, ev Vb ... , en, Vn, where Vi E V 
for i E {O, 1, ... ,n} and, for i E {I, .. ,n}, ei E E joins nodes Vi and Vi-I' The length 
of Jr, denoted by IJrI, is the number of edges in Jr. An odd path packing, or simply a 
packing, is a set of edge-disjoint odd length paths such that each node is an end of at 
most one path. However, a node may be an internal node of any number of paths. We 
wish to find an odd path packing P for which IPI, the number of paths in P, is 
maximized. 
The bipartite case was treated in [4], where a min-max theorem and a reduction of 
the problem to network flows were described. The problem treated here, namely, the 
case of general graphs, is more difficult, in that it includes finding a maximum matching 
in a general graph as a special case. 
A matching in G is a set of edges which meets each node at most once. The problem 
of finding a maximum matching in G is the problem of finding a maximum odd path 
packing, where we restrict all paths to being of length one. However, even when we do 
not impose this condition, the maximum matching problem for a graph G = (V, E) 
reduces to a maximum odd path packing problem. This is described in Section 2. 
In Section 3, we show that there is a reverse transformation-the maximum odd path 
packing problem can be transformed into a form of matching problem. However, this 
is a so-called capacitated b-matching problem. For each edge j there is a positive 
integer upper bound (Xi' for each node V there is a positive demand bv , and it is 
required to assign a non-negative integer Xi to each edge j so that xi';;: (Xi and so that, 
for each V E V, the sum of the Xi on the incident edges is at most bv • 
This reduction to b-matching enables us to obtain two different characterization of 
maximum packings. The first, described in Section 4, is in terms of augmenting paths. 
These paths are more complicated than those used when constructing maximum 
matchings; in general, they are neither node- nor edge-simple. The second charac-
terization (Section 5) is a min-max theorem analogous to a theorem of Berge and 
Tutte for matchings. 
These optimality criteria for odd path packings could be proved without resorting to 
b-matching theory. However, especially in the case of the min-max theorem, the 
characterization is somewhat complicated. The reduction to b-matching not only 
provides a proof but in fact enables us to derive the form of the characterization. 
In Section 6 we describe an analogue of the matching matroid. 
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2. ELEMENTARY PACKINGS AND PRELIMINARIES 
We first show how a maximum matching problem reduces to a maximum odd path 
packing problem. 
Construct a new graph G' = (V', E') from G by replacing each edge e = [u, v] in G 
with a path of length three joining nodes u and v in G'. We call these edge-paths of G' 
(see Figure 1). Note that if M is any matching in G, we can obtain a matching, and 
hence odd path packing, in G' of size lEI + IMI by choosing the two end edges in G' of 
each edge-path corresponding to an edge of M and the middle edge of each other 
edge-path. This is illustrated in Figure 1. Conversely, let P be a maximum odd path 
packing in G', and suppose that P is chosen so that the sum of the path lengths is 
minimized. If the longest path :Jr E P has length more than one, then at least one 
internal node v of :Jr has degree two in G'. Hence v is not an end node of any path in 
P, so we can replace :Jr with its odd subpath joining one end to v, and contradict our 
choice of P. Therefore, each path in P must have length one, i.e. the edges in these 
paths form a matching M' in G'. Each edge-path in G' must have one or two edges in 
M', by the maximality of IFI. Moreover, those edge-paths having two edges in M' 
must joint distinct nodes in G'. Hence, if we let M consist of the edges of G 
corresponding to these edge-paths, then M is a matching in G and IMI = IM'I-IEI. 
Hence finding a maximum odd path packing in G' is equivalent to finding a maximum 
matching in G. 
Note, however, that for the graph G of Figure 1 the maximum size of a matching is 
two, but there is an odd path packing of three paths, so these two problems are, in 
general, different. 
If :Jrl is a path which ends at v and :Jr2 is a path which starts at v, then we write 
:Jrl 1:Jr2 to denote the path which is the concatenation of :Jrl and :Jr2• If v, ware nodes of 
:Jr and v appears before w, we let :Jr[v, w] denote the subpath of :Jr from v to w. To 
avoid ambiguities, in the case that :Jr is not simple we let :Jr[v, w] denote the subpath 
from the first occurrence of v to the first subsequent occurrence of w. 
We say that a packing is elementary if all paths in it are simple, i.e. no node is 
repeated in any path. The reduction to b-matching that we describe in the next section 
will in general yield a packing which is not elementary. We conclude this section by 
showing how any packing P can be transformed into an elementary packing P' with as 
many paths. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any odd path packing P in a graph G = (V, E), there exist an 
elementary odd path packing P' with IP'I = IFI. 
PROOF. Let P' be an odd path packing chosen so that IP'I = IFI. Subject to this, the 
number of non-simple paths should be minimum, and subject to this, the total number 
of edges appearing in all.paths of P' should be minimized. Suppose that P' contained a 
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path :Jr which was not simple. If :Jr contained an even cycle or two odd cycles, we could 
omit the cycle or cycles and obtain a new odd path :Jr' with the same end nodes and 
hence a new packing which would contradict our choice of P'. So :Jr contains a single 
cycle which is odd: let r be the node of :Jr which occurs more than once and let v, w be 
the end nodes of :Jr. Then :Jr consists of a path :JrI from v to r, an odd cycle :Jr2 
containing at least three nodes, and a path :Jr3 from r to w (see Figure 2). Then 
I:JrII == 1:Jr31 (mod 2) and at least one of :JrI and :Jr3 must have length at least one, since 
the end nodes of :Jr are distinct. 
If any node u of :Jr were not an end of a path in P', we could replace :Jr with .an odd 
length path joining u to v or wand contradict our minimality assumption on the 
number of edges. So every node of :Jr is an end node of a path of P'. 
If I:JrII is odd, let S be the third node of :Jr2 (where r is the first node); and if I:JrII is 
even, let s be the second node of :Jr2' Let :Jr' be the odd path in P' having s as an end 
node. 
If we replace:Jr and:Jr' in P' with :Jr[v, s] and :Jr"=:Jr' I :Jr[s, w] we obtain a new odd 
path packing containing the same number of paths. Hence, in view of our minimality 
assumption, :Jr' must be elementary and :Jr" must not be elementary. Moreover, :Jr" 
must contain a single odd cycle, or else we could reduce it and contradict the 
minimality of the number of edges appearing in paths of P'. 
Let t be the end node of :Jr" different from w and let x be the node appearing more 
than once in :Jr" (note that x is in :Jr2 or :Jr3)' The odd cycle in :Jr" consists (see Figure 2) 
of :Jr'[x, s] concatenated with :Jr[s, x], so one of these subpaths must be of odd length 
and the other of even length. Hence if we choose the appropriate one, we can combine 
it with :Jr[x, w] and obtain an elementary odd path joining s to w. The remaining edges 
form an elementary odd path joining v to t. If we replace :Jr and :Jr' with these paths in 
P', we contradict the minimality of P' and complete the proof. 0 
Note that the above proof gives a polynomial algorithm for transforming an arbitrary 
odd path packing into an elementary packing. 
3. REDUCTION TO b-MATCHING 
In this section we establish the connection between the maximum odd path packing 
problem and a capacitated b-matching problem. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and, for 
any v E V, let bv be defined to be one more than the degree of v and let b( v) be the set 
of edges incident with v. For any real vector x E R X and any S ~ X we let xeS) denote 
I:jESXj' 
Consider the following problem: 
Maximize x(E) 
subject to 0,,;;;: Xj ,,;;;: 2, Xj integer for all j E V. (MP) 
x(b(v))";;;:bv forallvEV. 
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We say that an edge of an odd path Jr is odd or even according to the parity of its 
index. 
Note that this does not change if we consider a path in reverse order. 
Let P be an odd path packing in G. Construct a vector xP E RE as follows: 
{
I if j belongs to no path of P, 
xf = 0 if j is an even edge of a path of P, 
2 if j is an odd edge of a path P. 
(3.1) 
Then xP(<5(v)) = bu if v is an end node of a path in P and xP(<5(v)) = bu -1 if v is not 
an end node of a path in P. Therefore x P is a feasible solution to (MP). Moreover, the 
sum of the xf for the edges in an odd path Jr E P is exactly one greater than the number 
of edges of Jr. Therefore xP(E) = lEI + WI. 
lt is not true that every feasible solution or every optimal solution to (MP) can be 
obtained from an odd path packing as described above. However, a solution x to (MP) 
of value lEI + P for which the set of edges j having xi = 1 is maximal will correspond to 
an odd path packing. Also, it is easy to obtain such a solution from any given feasible 
solution. 
PRoposmoN 3.1. Let x be a feasible solution to (MP). Then there exists an odd path 
packing P such that xP(E) ~x(E), where x P is as defined in (3.1) and: 
(i) every even edge of a path of P has xi = 0; 
(ii) every odd edge of a path of P has Xj = 2. 
(Note, in particular, that P uses no edges having Xj = 1.) 
PROOF. We prove by induction on x(E). If x(E) ~ lEI, then we let P = 0 and have 
xP(E) = lEI ~x(E), and all the conditions are satisfied. Suppose now that x(E) > lEI. 
Choose a solution x to (MP) which satisfies (i) x(E) = x(E), (ii) xi = 2 implies xi = 2, 
(iii) xi = 0 implies xi = 0 and, subject to this, (iv) J = {j E E: Xj = I} is maximal. Clearly 
x has no fractional components. 
There exists a node v for which x(<5(v» = 1<5(v)1 + 1 and so some j E (v) has Xj = 2. 
We trace out a path Jr from v, starting with edge j, the edges of which alternately have 
values 2 and O. This path terminates when one of the following occurs: 
(a) Jr reaches a node u havingx(<5(u» = 1<5(u)1 + 1 along an edge k having Xk = 2. In 
this case, let x' be obtained from x by setting x; = 1 for all edges in Jr. Then 
x'(E) =x(E) -1 so by induction there exists an odd path packing P', which uses no 
edges of Jr, for which xP'(E) ~x'(E). Adding Jr to P' gives the required packing P (u is 
not an endpoint of some path in P' since x'(<5(u)) = 1<5(u)l). 
(b) Jr reaches a node u for which x(<5(u» ~ 1<5(u)l-l along an edge k having Xk = O. 
Again we obtain x' by setting x; = 1 for each edge I of Jr and letting x; =Xl otherwise. 
Then x'(E) =x(E) and we contradict our maximality assumption on J since x' still 
satisfies (ii) and (iii). 
In every other situation, we can continue Jr along an edge having alternate value. 
Therefore, eventually (a) must occur, completing the proof. D 
Note that the proof give a polynomial algorithm for constructing P. Also, the 
packing P constructed need not be elementary. lt may be necessary to apply 
Proposition 2.1 if this is desired. . 
A more transparent equivalent integer programming formulation of (MP) can be 
obtained by introducing variables Xi = Xj - 1 for all j. Then we have 
maxx(E) 
subject to -1 ~ x ~ 1 integer 
x(<5(v))~1 forallvEV. 
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Now the interpretation is that even edges of paths in a packing receive the value -1: 
odd edges receive the value + 1 and edges not appearing in any path receive the value 
zero. In this case the value of the objective function is precisely the number of paths in 
the packing. However, results in matching theory which we wish to apply require 
non-negative variables, so we have chosen the formulation (MP). 
4. AUGMENTING PATHS 
Just as a maximum matching can be found by means of augmenting paths, so too can 
a maximum odd path packing, by using suitably defined augmenting paths. 
Let P be an odd path packing of G = (V, E). Recall that an edge belonging to a path 
in P is called odd or even according to its index in the path. We say that an edge of G 
not in any path of P is external. A vertex which is not the end of any path in P is said to 
be exposed; otherwise it is said to be saturated. 
An augmenting path with respect to P is a (not necessarily node or edge simple) path 
a = (vo, el1 Vl1 ... , en, vn) such that: 
(i) Vo and Vn are distinct exposed vertices. 
(ii) For i odd, ei is even or external. 
(iii) For i even, ei is odd or external. 
(iv) No edge e appears more than twice: if ei = ej' then i and j are both odd or both 
even. In the former case, ei is even: in the latter, ei is odd. . 
The idea of augmenting using such a path is that if we view the possible edge states 
as being ordered 'even edge of a path of P' < 'external edge' < 'odd edge of a path of 
P' then we raise the state by one for each edge e2i+l of the augmenting path and lower 
it by one for each e2i of the augmenting path. 
Let P be the packing, illustrated in Figure 3(a), consisting of two paths, each a single 
edge. Edges in {el1 e3, es, e6} are all external. Then (el> e2, e3' e4, es, e2, e6) is the 
edge sequence of an augmenting path joining u and v. The result of the augmentation 
is given in Figure 3(b), as is one way of combining the edges to form a larger packing. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. An odd path packing P is maximum if there exists no augmenting 
path. 
PROOF. If there exists an augmenting path, then it is easy to see that IPI is not 
maximum. Let x P be as defined in (3.1). If we add 1 to x~ for i odd and subtract 1 for i 
even we obtain a new solution i to (MP) , for which iCE) = xP(E) + 1. Then apply 
Proposition 3.1. 
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We now prove the converse. Choose a packing Q. satisfying IQI > IFI and, subject to 
this, if we let dj = xf - x[ for all j E E, then ~jEE Idjl is minimized. Note that 
-2 ~ dj ~ 2 for all j E E and -1 ~ d(b(v)) ~ 1 for all v E V. Moreover, for any node v, 
d(b(v» = 0 implies that v is saturated by both P and Q or neither P nor Q; 
d(b(v» = -1 implies that v is only saturated by P; and d(b(v» = 1 implies that v is 
only saturated by Q. 
Since Q is larger than P, we can choose a vertex Vo which is saturated by Q but not 
by P. We are going to show that there exists an augmenting path joining Vo to some 
other node. This is faciliated if we construct a new graph G' on V, where we discard 
any edges j for which dj = 0, and for any edge j such that dj = 2 or dj = -2, we 
construct two parallel edges, each having dj = 1 or dj = -1, respectively. Now every 
edge of G' has dj = 1 or dj = -1. We construct an edge-simple path a in G' starting 
from vo, for which the edges alternately have positive and negative values for dj • We 
continue until one of the following situations occurs: 
(a) a completes an even cycle. We obtain a new solution i to (MP) as follows: 
{
xf if j is not in the cycle; 
i j = xf - 1 if j is in the cycle and dj > 0; 
xf + 1 if j is in the cycle and dj < O. 
Then iCE) =xQ(E), so by Proposition 3.1 we can find an odd path packing Q' such 
that IQ'I ~ IQI > IFI and which contradicts Q, minimizing ~jEE IdJ (Note that we do 
not require this cycle to be node-simple, just edge-simple.) 
(b) a may reach a node Vn which is saturated by P, but not by Q. This holds if 
d(b(vn » <0. Then, just as in case (a) above, we can alternately subtract and add 1 to 
the values of xf for the edges of Jr, obtain a solution i to (MP) satisfying 
iCE) =xQ(E), and apply Proposition 3.1 to obtain a packing Q' which contradicts our 
choice of Q. 
(c) a may reach a node which is saturated by Q,but not by P, i.e. a node Vn for 
which d(b(vn » >0. Then a forms an augmenting path joining Vo and Vn' For 
properties (i)-(iii) are immediate., as is the fact that no edge can appear more than 
twice by our construction of G'. If ei = ej and i and j do not have the same parity then 
the partion of a between ei and ej forms an even cycle, so (a) above applies. If they are 
both odd, say, then we must have de, = dej = 1, so if e was the edge split to form ei and 
ej , de =2. 
Therefore e must have been an odd edge of a path of Q and an even edge of a path 
of P. A similar argument holds if i and j are both even. 
In every other case, a reaches a node v for which d( b( v)) = 0, so it can continue, 
until, by our minimality assumption, only (c) can occur and an augmenting path is 
found. 0 
Note that Figure 3 shows that we may require non-simple augmenting paths. This is 
a feature of the theory of b-matchings, as opposed to 1-matchings. We also mention 
that it is possible to obtain a weighted version of Proposition 4.1, which characterizes 
maximum weight packings, if we define the weight of an odd path to be the sum of the 
weights of the odd edges, minus the sum of the weights of the even edges. 
5. A MIN-MAX THEOREM 
In this section we derive a min-max theorem for the size of a largest odd path 
packing. We deduce it from a min-max theorem for uncapacitated b-matchings. (It can 
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also be deduced from such theorems for capacitated b-matchings, but these theorems 
are more difficult, and the reduction is not much simpler.) 
Consider the following b-matching problem. We are given a graph G = (V, E) and a 
vector b = bv : v E V) of positive integers. A b-matching is a non-negative integer 
vector x=(xj:jEE) satisfying x(6(v»";;;bv for all VEV. A b-matching is perfect if 
x(6(v» = bv for all v E V. Note that the main difference between this problem and the 
one introduced in Section 3 is that here we do not require Xj ,,;;; 2 for all j E E. 
Let X ~ V. The connected components of G \X, the graph obtained by deleting X, 
can be partitioned into three sets: 
CO(X) = {v E V: v is an isolated node in G \X}; 
C 1(X) = {S ~ V: S is the node set of a component of G\X: lSI;;. 3, odd}; 
C2(X) = {S ~ V: S is the node set of a component of G\X and lSI is even}. 
THEOREM 5.1 (Tutte [2]). G has a perfect b-matching if and only if b(X);;. 
b(CO(X» + IC1(X)1 for all X ~ v. 
For any b-matching x, let L\(x) be the deficiency of x; that is, L\(x) = ~ (bv -
x(6(v»: v E V). (note that L\(x) = 0 if x is perfect.) It is easy to deduce the following 
analogue of Berge's, min-max theorem for 1-matchings from Theorem 5.1. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Min{L\(x): x is a b-matching for G} = Max{b(CO(X» + IC1(X)I-
b(X):X ~V}. 
PROOF. Construct G' by adding a new node v' adjacent to all v E V. Then G has a 
b-matching of deficiency d if, when we define bv ' = d, G' has a perfect b-matching. 
First consider d = min{L\(x): x is a b-matching for G}. This proves the inequality. 
Then consider d = min{L\(x): x is a b-matching} - 2. By Theorem 5.1 there exists a set 
X ~ V for which b(X) < b(CO(X) + C 1(X». This can be used to prove the equality. 0 
Let P be an odd path packing. Let L\(P) denote the number of nodes not saturated 
by members of P. For W ~ V, we let 6(W) and y(W) denote the sets of edges with one 
end in Wand both ends in W respectively. For disjoint S, T ~ V, we let [S, T] denote 
the set of edges with one end in S and the other end in T. 
For any W ~ V, we let D (W) denote the set of node sets K of components of G \ W 
such that IKI and 16(K)1 have opposite parities. 
REMARK 5.3. For any odd path packing P, for any W ~ V and K E D(W), at least 
one node of K is unsaturated or at least one edge of 6(K) belongs to no path of P, or 
both. (This follows from easy parity arguments). 
For any disjoint S, T ~ V, let 
f(S, T) = ITI + ID(S U T)I-ISI- 2Iy(D)I- 2Iy(T)I-16(S U T)I. 
Equivalently, 
f(S, T) = ID(S U T)I = 2: (16(v)I-1) - 2: (16(v)1 + 1) + 21[S, T]I· 
VET VES 
Note that if desired we can remove any singleton components from D(S U T) and add 
the nodes to T, thereby obtaining a new set T'. Thenf(S, T) = f(S, T'). 
THEOREM 5.4. Min{L\(P): P is an odd path packing of G} = Max{f(S, T): S, T ~ 
V, sn T=0}. 
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PROOF. Let P be any odd path packing. Let Sand T be disjoint subsets of V. We 
first show that L1(P) ~ I(S, T). 
We define the following three subsets of P: 
PI = {lr E P: lr joins a node of S to a node of T}; 
P2 = {lr E P: lr joins two nodes of T}; 
P3 = {lr E P: lr joins a node of T to a node not in S U T}. 
Let D' be the set of members of D(S U T) which contain at least one unsaturated 
node. Let II be the set of edges of b(S U T) which belong to no path of P. By Remark 
5.3, 
ID'I + 1111 ~ ID(S U T)I· 
Let T' be the set of unsaturated nodes of T. Then 
Therefore 
L1(P) ~ IT'I + ID'I 
~ I TI + ID(S U T)I - /Pll- 2 /P21 - IP31 - 1111. 
Since each path in PI ends at a distinct node of S, 
/Plio;;; lSI. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
Let 12 and 13 denote the edges of b(S U T) which belong to paths of P2 and P3 
respectively. Consider lr E P2 • If lr uses no edge of 12 then, since lr is odd, lr uses an 
edge of y(S) or y(T). If lr uses an edge of 12 then it uses at least two. Therefore 
2 /P21 0;;; 2Iy(S)1 + 2Iy(T)1 + 1121. (5.3) 
Since each path in P3 uses at least one edge of 13 , we have 
(5.4) 
combining (5.1)-(5.4) gives 
L1(P) ~ ITI + ID(S U T)I-ISI- 2Iy(S)I- 21(y(T)I-1121-1131-ll11. 
But Ib(S U T)I ~ 1111 + 1121 + 1131, so L1(P) ~ I(S, T). 
Now we show that we can obtain P, S, T giving equality. Let x be an optimum 
solution to (MP). By Proposition 3.1 there exists an odd path packing P satisfying 
xP(E) ~x(E). 
Since L1(P) == /VI- 21PI = /VI + 21EI- 2(xP(E» = L1(xP), and L1(xP) 0;;; L1(x), we can 
complete the proof by finding S, T such that L1(x) = I(S, T). This we do using 
Corollary 5.2, but first we apply a standard transformation (see, e.g., Lawler [1]) to 
remove the edge capacities from (MP). We replace each edge with a path of length 
three and give each new node introduced a degree constraint b~ = 2. If we leave 
b~ = bv = Ib(v)1 + 1 for all original nodes v, we obtain the following equivalent form of 
(MP): 
Minimize L1(X) 
Xj ~ 0 for allj E E'; 
x(bG,(v»o;;;b~ forvEV'; 
where G' = (V', E') is the graph obtained by this subdivision process. 
We apply Corollary 3.2 to this problem and obtain X s;;; V' such that 
min L1(x) = b'(CO(X» + IC1(X)I- b'(X). 
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(Here CO and C1 are defined relative to G'.) Among all possible optimal sets X, 
choose one which is minimal. Let S consist of all original nodes in X. Let T consist of 
all original nodes in CO(X). 
We now consider the possible types of edge of G, with respect to this Sand T, and 
determine where the corresponding paths (created by subdivision) in G' will be 
located, with respect to X. 
If j E yeS), then by the optimality of X, the two new nodes created must form an 
even component of G'\X. 
If j E yeT) then both the new nodes must belong to X, since all neighbours of nodes 
of CO(X) are in X. 
If j E [S, T] the one new node must be in X and the other in CO(X). 
If j E <5(S) \[S, T], then minimality of X ensures that neither new node will be in X, 
since bv = 2 is even for both these nodes. 
If j E <5( T) \ [S, T], then one new node must be in X and the other must be in the 
appropriate component of G'\X. 
Suppose there existed an edge j in G joining nodes belonging to different 
components of C1(X). Then at least one of the two new nodes would belong to X. But 
removing this node from X would decrease b'(X) by 2 and could increase IC1(X)1 by 
at 
most 2, so we would contradict the minimality of X. Therefore, no such edges exist. 
Combining these we obtain 
b'(CO(X)) = beT) + 21[S, T]I = 2: (1<5(v)1 + 1) + 21[S, T]I; (5.5) 
veT 
b'(X) = b(S) + 21[S, T]I + 4Iy(T)1 + 216(T)\[S, T]I 
= 2: (1<5(v)1 + 1) + 2 2: 1<5(v)l· 
veS veT 
(5.6) 
Finally, since bv = 1<5(v)1 + 1 for all v E V, for any A s;;; V, b(A) = 2Iy(A)1 + IAI + 
1<5(A)I. Therefore, b(A) is odd if and only if exactly one of IAI and 1<5(A)1 is odd. If A' 
is a component of G'\X, then b'(A') will have the same parity as b(A), where A is the 
set of original nodes in A'. Therefore 
IC1(X)1 = ID(S U T)I. (5.7) 
Since .1(i) = b'(CO(X)) + IC1(X)I- b'(X), using (5.5)-(5.7) we have 
.1(i) = ID(S U T)I- 2: (1<5(v)I-1) + 21[S, T]I- 2: (1<5(v)1 + 1) 
veT veS 
= f(S, T). 
This completes the proof. D 
We say that an odd path packing P is perfect if every node is saturated by a path of 
P. 
COROLLARY 5.5. G = (V, E) has a perfect odd path packing if and only if, for every 
disjoint S, T s;;; V, f(S, T) ~ o. 
When G = (V, E) is bipartite, we can obtain a simpler form of Theorem 5.4. First, 
note that if Sand T are chosen so that S U T = V, then 
reS. T) = ITI-ISI- 2Iy(S)I- 2Iy(T)I· 
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Second, if G is bipartite we can always find S, T which maximize f(S, T) and such that 
S U T = V. For suppose there existed some component K of G \ (S U T). Let K 1 and K2 
be the partition of the node set of K induced by the bipartition of G. 
Suppose K rt D(S U T): if we add Kl to S and add K2 to T, then the change in f is 
simply 
l' = IK21-IK11-I[Kl> S]I-I[K2 , T]I + I[K2, S]I + I[Kl> T]I. 
If we add K2 to S and add Kl to T, then the change is -1'. We perform whichever of 
these results in a non-negative increase in f 
Suppose now that K E D(S U T): by our parity condition IK21-IK11 and I[Kl> S]I + 
I[K2, T]I-I[K2, S]I-I[Kl> T]I have opposite parities. 
So l' =1= O. Because one set is removed from D(S U T) the increase in f will be either 
l' -lor -1' -1, one of which is non-negative. Therefore we can 'split' the 
components of G \ (S U T) between Sand T without decreasing our bound. 
Thus we have the following: 
THEOREM 5.6 (de Werra [4]). If G = (V, E) is bipartite then max{IPI: P is an odd 
path packing} = min{ISI + ly(S)1 + ly(V\S)I: S!:; V}. 
PROOF. Let P be a maximum packing and let S, T!:; V be such that S U T = V and 
f(S, T) = L1(P). 
Then 
IPI = !(WI - L1(P» = !(WI - f(S, T» 
= !(WI-ITI + lSI + 2Iy(S)1 + 2Iy(T)1) 
= lSI + ly(S)1 + ly(V\S)I· 0 
6. ODD PATH PACKING MATROIDS 
In this section we show that the odd path packings of a graph induce a matroid on 
the nodes, similar to the matching matroid induced by the matchings, (see Welsh [3]). 
We say that a subset S of the nodes of G is saturable if there exists an odd path packing 
which saturates all nodes of S. (It may saturate some nodes not in S as well). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. The family of all saturable sets is the 
family of independent sets of a matroid defined on V. 
PROOF. We only need to show that if Sand S' are saturable sets in G with 
IS'I = lSI + 1, then there is a node XES' \S such that S U {x} is saturable. Let P and P' 
be odd path packings saturating Sand S' respectively, and let x P and xP' be as defined 
in (3.1). As in the proof of Proposition 4.1, we define dj =xr =xf for all j E E. We 
assume that P and P' are chosen so that I:jEE Idjl is minimum. We have.:.... 2,,;:;; dj ,,;:;; 2 for 
all j E E and -1,,;:;; d(o(v»,,;:;; 1 for all v E V. Moreover, 
{ 
0 implies that v is saturated by both or neither of P, P'; 
d(o(v» = 1 implies that v is saturated by P' but not P; 
-1 implies that v is saturated by P but not P'. 
Again we construct a new graph G' in which any edges j having dj = 0 are discarded 
and replace an edge j with dj = 2 or -2 by a pair of parallel edges, each having dj = 1 
or dj = -1, respectively. Each edge of G' now has dj = 1 or -1. 
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If P saturates any v E S'\S, we are done. Otherwise, choose U E S'\S and construct 
in G' a path 1r starting with u, the edges j of which alternately have dj = 1 and dj = -l. 
We continue this until a node w is reached for which d«(j(w» *0. As in the proof of 
Proposition 4.1, the minimality of ~jEE Idjl ensures that 1t will never contain an even 
cycle. 
If w is not saturated by P, then w is not in Sand 1r is an augmenting path with 
respect to P. Therefore S U {u} is saturable and we are done. If w is not saturated by 
P' (and hence is saturated by P) and w f S then again we are done. For we can use 1r 
to modify P so as to obtain a new packing which saturates u and leaves w unsaturated. 
So the only other possibility is WE S, and since every node of S' is saturated by P', this 
means WE S\S'. 
In this case we delete the edges of 1r from G'. We will then have d«(j(u» = 
d«(j(w» = 0. We now repeat this process for another node u E S'\S. 
Either we find a packing which saturates S U {x} for some XES' \ S, or else the paths 
1r constructed produce a bijection between S'\S and a subset of S\S'. But in this case 
we would have IS'I,,;;; lSI, a contradiction which establishes the theorem. 0 
If all paths in P have length 1, we have a matching matroid. For 'even paths 
packing', Theorem 6.1 holds trivially if chains of length ° are allowed. If we require all 
paths to have even length ~2, then the result is no longer true: in a graph with edges 
ab, be, cd the sets {a, e} and {b} are maximal saturable subsets of {a, b, e}. 
More generally, we could consider k-odd path packings, i.e. collections of paths with 
odd length such that for each node x there are k - 1 or k paths having x as an endpoint 
(an odd path in a k-path packing must have two distinct endpoints). A node x is 
saturated if there are k paths having an endpoint in x: it is exposed otherwise. Then the 
above proof shows that the sets of nodes saturated by some k-odd path packing also 
form a matroid. 
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